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1. INTRODUCTION
An equation in the variable t is a string of the form e = a1tr1a2tr2 · · · aktrk
with each ri = 0. The set of coefﬁcients of e is S = ai1 ≤ i ≤ k	. We
assume that different coefﬁcients are distinct, although they may eventually
be assigned to the same element of some group. The length and exponent
sum of e are given by e = r1 + r2 + · · · + rk and σe = r1 + r2 + · · · +
rk, respectively. There will not be any loss of generality in assuming that
σe ≥ 0.
Let G be a group with identity 1. An equation over G is a pair e α
where e = a1tr1a2tr2 · · · aktrk is an equation and α S → G is a function
satisfying the following: For all i (modulo k), if ri−1ri < 0, then αai = 1.
Such an assignment is called proper. For ease of notation, we set αai = gi.
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We extend α to homomorphisms α′:FS → G and α′′:FS ∗ t →
G ∗ t. (Here t is the inﬁnite cyclic group generated by t.) We set
eˆ = g1tr1g2tr2    gktrk = α′′e. So eˆ is an element of G ∗ t. We say
that eˆ is solvable over G if the inclusion-induced homomorphism G →
G ∗ t/Neˆ is injective. We refer to this factor group by the relative
presentation G teˆ.
We say that the equation e is solvable over G if e α is solvable over
G for any proper assignment α. Given G, we abuse notation and use the
relative presentation G te to refer to any member of the class of factor
groups G teˆ	.
In [14], Klaychko proved that if the group G is torsion free and the
exponent sum of the equation e is 1, then e is solvable over G. For this,
Klyachko developed what has been coined the “car crash” method. Since
then, several authors have generalized and simpliﬁed this approach (see,
e.g., [3], [7]). In this paper we exploit the generalization shown in [3] to
discuss the group G te.
In [2], it was shown that if e α is an equation over the torsion-free
groupG with e of the form e = ki=1ait−1bitmj=1cjt and if the word w in
G ∗ t represents the identity in G teˆ, then w must involve both positive
and negative occurrences of t. Recently, in [5], Cohen and Rourke have
shown that the same conclusion holds for all equations that are amenable
(as deﬁned in [7] and [8]). In particular, it holds for all e with σe = 1.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we deﬁne what we mean
by the shape of either an equation or of an element of G ∗ t. In Section 3
we discuss the main geometric objects of study, relative pictures, and their
generalization, e-graphs. In Section 4 we deﬁne what it means to say that
the equation e is type Ks for the shape s. We then prove that if e is type
Ks, then elements of G ∗ t with shape s do not represent the identity in
G teˆ. In Section 5 we give a proof that if e is type K, then e is type
Ks for every positive shape s. In Section 6 we show that certain type-K
equations are type Ks, where s is of the form t−1tη+1. In Section 7 we study
how the class of type-Ks equations behave under Magnus derivatives. In the
last section we give a theorem which summarizes the results of the paper
for all equations which are currently known to be type K.
2. SHAPES
Consider the free monoid M =Mt t−1 on the two-element set t t−1	.
Elements of M are (possibly empty) strings of t’s and t−1’s. Multiplication
in M is concatenation, and there is no cancellation. Two elements of M ,
A and B, are said to be conjugate if there are substrings U and V so that
A = UV and B = VU .
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For a group G, there is a cannonical function φ:G ∗ t → M deﬁned
as follows: If w = g1te1g2te2 · · · gktek is an element of G ∗ t, then φw =
te1 te2 · · · tek . We note that φ is not a homomorphism. However, φ satisﬁes
the property that if u and v are cyclically reduced conjugate elements in
G ∗ t, then φu and φv are conjugate.
Following Cohen and Rourke in [5], we call φw the shape of w. If w
does not involve the variable t, then we say w has the empty shape. If w
involves the variable t but has no occurrences of t−1, then we say w has a
positive shape. In general, the shape of the equation e = a1tr1a2tr2 · · · aktrk
is the element tr1 tr2 · · · trk of M .
Given an equation e, we say the shape s is off limits for e over G if, for
all nontrivial w ∈ G ∗ t, φw = s implies that w does not represent the
identity element in G te. Clearly, the equation e is solvable over G if
and only if the empty shape is off limits for e over G.
We restate the theorem of Cohen and Rourke in this language:
Theorem 1 (Cohen and Rourke). Let G be a torsion-free group and let
e be an amenable equation. Then all positive shapes are off limits for e over G.
In this paper we generalize this result to all type-K equations (as intro-
duced in [3]). Then we ﬁnd other classes of shapes which are off limits for
type-K equations.
3. RELATIVE PICTURES AND e-GRAPHS
Relative diagrams were ﬁrst used to study equations over groups by
Howie in [13]. We use the dual notion of relative pictures as described
in [1]. We give only a cursory description of the theorems and deﬁnitions
involved in relative pictures; interested readers are referred to [1] and [13]
for details.
Let e = a1tr1a2tr2 · · · aktrk be an equation. Let # be a directed graph
embedded on S2 some of whose corners are labeled with the coefﬁcients of
e and their inverses. If v is a vertex of #, then we call v an e-vertex if there
is a corner of v labeled a1, and as one circles v counterclockwise starting
at this corner, one meets r1 edges directed away from v if r1 > 0 or toward
v if r1 < 0, then a corner labeled a2, then r2 edges directed appropriately,
then a corner labeled a3, continuing until one passes rk edges directed with
the sign of rk and ﬁnally returning to the corner labeled a1. So, reading
around v counterclockwise (reading t for exiting edges, t−1 for entering
edges, and the appropriate coefﬁcients for corners) yields e. We let e¯ be
the cyclic conjugate of the inverse of e beginning with a¯1 and deﬁne an
e¯-vertex similarly.
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An e-graph is a graph # so that each every vertex is either an e-vertex or
an e¯-vertex. For each region % of #, the word w% is the word obtained by
reading the corner labels of % clockwise. This deﬁnes an element of the free
group FS up to cyclic conjugacy. If e α is an equation over the group G,
then the region % also gives us a conjugacy class of wG% = α′w% in G.
The e-graph # can be turned into a relative picture (see [1]) over the
relative presentation G teˆ if it satisﬁes the following: There is a speciﬁed
region %0 so that
1. for each region % other than %0, wG% = 1, and
2. wG%0 = 1.
The statement of the following theorem is the dual of Howie’s theorem.
It is given without proof.
Theorem 2 (Howie). Let G be a group and let e α be an equation over
G. Then e is not solvable over G if and only if there is a relative picture for e
over G.
Let us remark that if # is a relative picture over G te, then α′%0 ∈
G ∩ ker θ, where θ:G ∗ t → G te is the cannonical homomorphism.
Let ω ∈ FS ∗ t have nonempty shape and let e be an equation. An
e-graph for ω is a connected, directed graph embedded in S2 with some
corners labeled that has a speciﬁed vertex v0 so that
1. if v = v0, then the v is an e-vertex or an e¯-vertex, and
2. reading counterclockwise around the vertex v0 yields the word ω.
Furthermore, we say such a # is reduced if whenever free cancellation
in FS occurs when reading around a region, that cancellation involves a
corner label of v0.
We generalize Howie’s theorem to other elements of kerφ in the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 1. Let G be a group and let e α be an equation which is solv-
able over G. Assume that u is a cyclically reduced element of G ∗ t which
represents the identity of G teˆ. Then there is an element ω ∈ FS ∗ t
so that α′′ω = u and there is a reduced e-graph for ω#, so that each for
region % of #, wG% = 1.
Proof. We may assume that G is presented XR, where X contains the
coefﬁcients gi	 of eˆ and R consists of every relation in G. Then G teˆ
has the presentation P = X ∪ t	R ∪ eˆ	.
Let M be a Dehn diagram for the word u−1 over P embedded in S2.
The fact that e is solvable over G ensures that the boundary of M contains
a t-edge. We assume that M uses as few regions as possible. Minimality
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assures us that if %1 and %2 are both regions corresponding to elements
of R, then they are not adjacent. In particular, this means that every edge
either is a t-edge or a gi-edge for some i. Also,M is reduced in the sense of
Sieradski [18]. Furthermore, since e is solvable over G, every simple closed
path on M that is not the boundary of an R-region contains a t-edge.
Let M∗ be the dual of M . Let v0 be the vertex of M∗ corresponding to
the region of S2 which was not part of M . A vertex of M∗ is a surviving
vertex if it is v0 or if it corresponds to an e-region of M . (The surviving
vertices are precisely those which are adjacent to a t-edge.) We note that
each gi-edge has at least one germ adjacent to a surviving vertex. We now
replace the gi-edges with corner labels as follows. We replace the initial
germ of an gi-edge adjacent to a surviving vertex with the corner label ai
and replace the terminal germ of the gi-edge with the corner label a¯i. We
now remove each nonsurviving vertex and all germs adjacent thereto. We
call the resulting graph #.
Since every closed path that is not on the boundary of M contains a t-
edge, # is connected. Also, since M is reduced in the sense of Sieradski,
the only free cancellation that can occur while reading around a region of #
must involve a corner label of v0. The remaining conclusions of the lemma
follow from the construction.
When considering the coefﬁcients of e as elements of the group G (as
in the preceeding lemma), we call an e-graph satisfying the conclusions of
this lemma a relative picture for u over G te.
4. TYPE K AND TYPE Ks
In [3], the term consistent region was deﬁned for relative pictures as a
region with a consistently directed boundary, each of whose corner labels
are the same up to exponent. We now adapt that deﬁnition to the current
context.
Let e = a1tr1a2tr2 · · · aktrk be an equation and let # be an e-graph for ω
with speciﬁed vertex v0. We say that the region % of # is a consistent region
if it satisﬁes the following:
(1) The boundary of % is consistently directed.
(2) There exists an i so that each corner of % is labeled either ai or a¯i.
(3) % is not adjacent to v0.
Lemma 2. Let e α be an equation over the torsion-free group G. Let #
be a reduced relative picture for u over G te. Then # does not have any
consistent regions.
Proof. Assume that # has the consistent region %. Then the relation
wG% must be of the form an for some element a in G. Since the boundary
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of % is consistently directed, the coefﬁcient a occurs between positive and
negative occurrences of t in e. Since α is a proper assignment, a is nontrivial
in G. Since G is torsion free, we must have n = 0. But then there must be
free cancellation in %. Since % is not adjacent to v0, # is not reduced. This
contradiction proves the lemma.
In [3], the authors gave a deﬁnition of what it means to say that an
equation is type K. Time has proven that a more useful deﬁnition is that
an equation e is type K if every e-graph has at least two consistent regions.
It follows from Howie’s theorem that if e is a type-K equation and G is
a torsion-free group, then e is solvable over G. There are many equations
which are known to be of Type K (e.g., [3, 7, 8, 14, 19]). These equations
make up the class of amenable equations deﬁned in [7] and [8].
We generalize the deﬁnition of type K for the shape s ∈M . We say that
the equation e is type Ks if for any element ω ∈ FS ∗ t of shape s, every
e-graph for ω has at least one consistent region.
We point out that since a consistent region has a consistently directed
boundary, the coefﬁcients of e that are between like powers of t are incon-
sequential. More precisely, if two equations have the same shape, then one
is type Ks exactly when the other is type Ks.
The following theorem is a consequence of the foregoing deﬁnitions and
lemmas. It describes elements of G ∗ t which cannot be in the kernel of
the cannonical homomorphism θ:G ∗ t → G te.
Theorem 3. Let e be an equation of type Ks and let G be a torsion-free
group. Then the shape s is off limits for e over G. In other words, if eˆ ∈ G ∗ t
has the shape of e and u ∈ G ∗ t has the shape s, then u does not represent
the identity in the relative presentation G teˆ.
We spend the rest of this article showing that for certain shapes s, certain
type-K equations are type Ks.
5. POSITIVE SHAPES
For this section, we say that an equation e is type Ks+ if it is type Ks for
every positive shape s. In our current language, the theorem of Cohen and
Rourke in [5] states that every amenable equation e is type Ks+ . We extend
Cohen and Rourke’s result to all type-K equations with the following.
Theorem 4. Let e be a type-K equation. Then e is type Ks+ .
Proof. Let ω ∈ FS ∗ t have the positive shape s and let # be an
e-graph for ω with speciﬁed vertex v0. So v0 is a source of degree, say n.
We need to show that # has at least one consistent region.
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The ﬁrst step is to make an e-graph #′ for ω−1. We do this by reﬂecting #
in S2, inverting all of the corner labels, and changing the direction of each




0 is a sink of
degree n.
The next step is to glue these to graphs together, as if by a direct sum, to
get an e-graph. We do this by embedding both # and #′ in the same copy
of S2 so that v0 and v
′
0 are in the boundary of the same annular region.
Next we remove a small neighborhood of both v0 and v
′
0. What remains are
n “loose ends” from edges that were directed away from v0 and n “loose
ends” from edges that were directed toward v′0. It is possible to connect
these up so that we do not add any crossings. After we do so, we are left
with an e-graph which we call #′′.
In the construction of #′′, we have not changed any regions of # or #′
that were not adjacent to v0 or to v
′
0. Moreover, since v0 was a source and
v′0 was a sink, none of the newly created regions of #
′′ has a consistently
directed boundary. Therefore, none of these new regions is a consistent
region.
Now, since e is of type K, #′′ must have at least two consistent regions.
At least one of these must come from #. Therefore, e is type Ks+ .
Corollary 1. If e is type K and G is torsion free, then any word in
G ∗ t that represents the identity in G te must involve both positive and
negative occurrences of t.
The discussion which makes up the remainder of this section assumes that
the reader is familiar with the “car-crash” method developed by Klyacko
in [14]. In the spirit of that paper, we use the vague phrase a motion was
organized for the equation e to mean that the car-crash methods in [14] were
adapted to prove some proposition about e.
The work of Stallings in [19] can be interpreted to show that all equa-
tions of the form e = at−mbtn, for positive m and n, are of type K. Also,
in [11] it was shown that every connected, directed graph must have at
least two events where an event is either a source or a sink or a region
whose boundary is consistently directed. It follows quite easily that type-K
equations which have the form e = at−mbtn are also type Ks+ .
In [14], Klyachko used his car-crash method to show that all exponent-
sum one equations are type K. This involved organizing a motion for
these equations. The authors in [3] showed that equations of the form
enm = ni=1ait−1bittm are also type K. The authors did not use a car-
crash method. However, Gunther Huck has informed us that he was able to
organize a motion for this class of equations to recapture the result in [3].
Cohen and Rourke used a car-crash method to show that amenable equa-
tions are also type Ks+ . It seems that their proof can be adapted to show
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that if a motion can be organized to show that the equation e is type K,
then a motion can be organized to show that e is type Ks+ .
Therefore, the previous theorem really offers new results only if there
are equations that are type K for which no motion can be organized. As of
yet, no such equations are known.
On the other hand, there are not many equations known to not be type K.
It is easy to see that an equation whose shape is a proper power in M is
not type K. In [3], it was shown that the equation e = at2bt−1ct3dt−1 is not
type K. Other than these, there are no equations known to not be type K.
6. THE SHAPE sη = t−1tη+1
For each positive integer η, we deﬁne the shape sη by sη = t−1tη+1. We
see that σsη = η. In this section we investigate a class of equations for
which these shapes are off limits. Let us start with the shape s0 = t−1t.
First, we note that if e α is an equation over the torsion-free group G
and e has shape s0, then G teˆ is an HNN extension of G. It turns out
that such equations are the only type K equation that is not type Ks0 .
Theorem 5. Let e be an type-K equation that does not have the shape s0.
Then e is type Ks0 .
Proof. Let e = a1tr1a2tr2 · · · aktrk be a type-K equation that does not
have the shape s0. Let ω ∈ FS ∗ t be a word with shape s0. So ω =
bt−1ct for some b c ∈ FS. Let # be a reduced e-graph for ω with speciﬁed
vertex v0. We need to show that # has at least one consistent region which
is not adjacent to v0.
Now every vertex of # is either an e-vertex or an e¯-vertex, except for
v0 which has degree 2 and has one edge, say -1, directed toward v0 and
another, say -2, directed away from it. Let v1 be the initial vertex of -1, and
let v2 be the terminal vertex of -2.
Let us remove the corner labels at v0 and concatenate the edges -1 and
-2 into one edge, say -3. We call the resulting graph #′ and note that it
is an e-graph. As such, it must have two consistent regions. It remains to
argue that not both of the regions which have -3 as part of their boundary
are consistent. We call the region to the left of -3 %1 and call the other
region %2.
By way of contradiction, let us assume that both %1 and %2 are consistent.
We ﬁrst note that all of the corner labels of %1 have the same exponent.
That is because # is reduced. So without loss of generality, we assume that
each corner of %1 is labeled ai.
The boundary of %2 is consistently directed. It follows that the exponents
ri−1 and ri on the occurrences of t adjacent to the coefﬁcient ai in e satisfy
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ri−1 = −1 and ri = 1. (Here all subscripts are taken modulo k.) We see that
the corner in %2 at v1 is labeled ai−1 and the corner of %2 at v2 is labeled
ai+1. Since %2 is consistent, we must have ai−1 = ai+1, whence i− 1 = i+ 1
modulo k. But then k=2, and e must have shape s0.
This contradiction proves the theorem.
We now turn our attention to the class of equations investigated in [3].
Let enm be the equation deﬁned as enm = ni=1ait−1bittm. In [3], these
equations were proven to be type K. We claim the following.
Theorem 6. Let n ≥ 2 and let η and m be positive integers. Then the
equation enm is type Ksη .
Proof. Let ω ∈ FS ∗ t be a word with shape sη. So the shape of ω
is t−1tη+1. Let # be a reduced enm-graph for ω with speciﬁed vertex v0.
Again, we need to show that # has at least one consistent region which is
not adjacent to v0.
Now v0 has degree η+ 2 with a unique edge, say -1, directed toward v0.
Let v1 be the initial vertex of -1. Without loss of generality, we assume that
v1 is an enm-vertex.
We rely on the proof of the Main Lemma of [3]. Following Fig. 6 in that
paper, we label the germs of edges of # adjacent to vertices other than v0
with the labeling set 1 2     2n+ 1 1¯ 2¯     2n+ 1	 as in [3].
Let us assume that the germ of -1 adjacent to v1 is not labeled as 1.
We then create a simple closed 1 2¯-path on # by following the 1-germ
at enm-vertices and following the 2¯-germ at enm-vertices starting with
the 1-germ at v1. We note that because each of the germs labeled as either
1 or 2¯ is directed away from the corresponding vertex, we never visit the
vertex v0. Because # is ﬁnite, we will eventually create a simple closed path
C which separates S2 into 2 discs, one of which, say D, does not contain
any region adjacent to v0.
The Forcing Lemma of [3] proves that D must contain a consistent
region.
We note that if the germ of -1 adjacent to v1 is labeled as 1, then we
can create a simple, closed 2n+ 1 2n-path. The same argument as given
earlier assures us that # has a consistent region.
In Theorem 6, we assumed that n ≥ 2. If n = 1, then e1m has shape sm.
If k is a positive integer, then it is not hard to ﬁnd a word ω whose shape is
skm and an e1m-graph for ω without any consistent regions. Moreover, a
standard modulus argument proves that if # is an e-graph for ω, then σe
must divide σω. This discussion leads to the following result.
Theorem 7. Let e be an equation with shape sm and let η be a positive
integer. Then e is type Ksη if and only if m does not divide η.
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7. MAGNUS DERIVATIVES
Many authors (e.g., [3, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15]) have extended results that they
have proven by appealling to derivatives of equations. For example, in [14],
Klyachko used the fact that every nontrivial exponent sum one equation
had an eventual derivative of the form en 1 as deﬁned in the last section.
In [3], the authors showed that if the derivative of an equation is type K,
then the equation is type K. In this section, we generalize this to type Ks.
We start with a deﬁnition. Let us say that a shape tr1 tr2 · · · trk is in reduced
form if for k ≥ 2, r1 > 0 and rk < 0, and for all i modulo k, riri+1 < 0.
Clearly, every shape is conjugate to at least one shape in reduced form.
That is, for any nonempty, nonpositive, and nonnegative shape s ∈M , there
are positive integers m1    mk and n1     nk so that s is conjugate to
tm1 t−n1 tm2 t−n2 · · · tmkt−nk .
We deﬁne a derivative function D from the set of reduced shapes toM by
Dtm1 t−n1 tm2 t−n2 · · · tmkt−nk = tm1−1t−n1−1tm2−1t−n2−1 · · · tmk−1t−nk−1.
We establish the convention that D ﬁxes positive shapes, negative shapes,
and the empty shape. We note that for a reduced shape s, σDs = σs
and Ds ≤ s with equality holding only if s is positive, negative, or
empty.
We say that an equation is in reduced form if its shape is in reduced form.
Since we only care about equations up to conjugacy, there is no harm in
assuming that all equations are in reduced form.
Let e be an equation. We say that the equation De is a derivative of e
if the shape of De is conjugate to the derivative of the shape of e.
Theorem 8. Let e be an equation and let De be a derivative of e. Let
s be any shape. If De is type KDs, then e is type Ks.
Proof. We note that in the case where s is the empty shape, this is what
was proven in Section 2 of [3]. So we assume that s is not the empty shape.
Let e be an equation so that De is type KDs. Let ω ∈ FS ∗ t be a
word with shape s. Let # be a reduced e-graph for ω with speciﬁed vertex
v0. We need to show that # has at least one consistent region which is not
adjacent to v0.
Let us assume for now that Ds is not the empty shape. We invoke the
proof of the theorem in Section 2 of [3]. We brieﬂy describe the process
described therein, but refer the reader there for details.
In each region of # whose boundary is not consistently directed, we pair
the source corners with the sink corners and add a new directed edge from
each source corner to the sink corner to which it has been paired. This is
done in a such way that the added edges do not cross. We then remove the
old edges of #. We now label the corners of the resulting graph so that it
becomes a De-graph for ω′, where ω′ is some element of FS ∗ t that
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has shape Ds. We call this graph #′. Note that since Ds is not empty,
there are new edges at v0. So #′ has the same set of vertices as #, and v0
is the speciﬁed vertex of #′.
Since De is type KDs, #′ has a consistent region, say %, which is not
adjacent to v0. As stated in [3], it is not hard to prove that % contains
a consistent region %∗ of #. Since % is not adjacent to v0, neither is %∗.
Therefore, e is type Ks.
In the case where Ds is empty, the assumption on De is that it is
type K. Here the graph #′ deﬁned earlier is a De-graph, and the ver-
tex v0 is isolated. Since De is type K, #′ has two consistent regions. At
least one of these, say %1, does not contain the vertex v0. As earlier, %1
contains a consistent region which is not adjacent to v0. It follows that e is
type Ks.
In Section 5 we proved that type K implies type Ks+ . Whether the con-
verse is true is unclear. If there are equations that are type Ks+ and not
type K, then the following may offer new results.
Corollary 2. Let e be an equation and let De be a derivative of e. If
De is type Ks+ , then e is type Ks+ .
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 8 and the fact that if s
is a positive shape, then Ds = s.
8. A SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
We begin this last section by recursively deﬁning higher-order derivatives.
If Dk−1e is a k− 1 derivative of e and Dke is a derivative of Dk−1e,
then Dke is an kth derivative of e. We abuse notation by letting Dke
be any representative of the equivalence class of kth derivatives of e.
For any e, there is a k so that a kth derivative of e has shape tσe. The
height of e is the smallest natural number he so that Dhe+1 has shape
tσe. We call Dhee the root of e.
In Section 5, we mentioned that the vast majority of equations have yet
to be classiﬁed as to whether they are type K or not. As discussed in [8],
so far there are only two classes of equations that are known to be type
K: those whose root is of the form at−1btm for some positive integer m
and those whose root is of the form enm as deﬁned in Section 6 for some
positive integer m and some n ≥ 2. We say that e is in class 1 if it is of the
former type and in class 2 if it is of the latter type.
We summarize the results contained in this article for equations in these
two classes in the following theorem.
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Theorem 9. Let G be a torsion-free group and let e α be an equation
over G. Let u be an element of G ∗ t. Then u does not represent the identity
of G teˆ if either of the following holds:
1. e is in class 1 and the heth derivative of u has shape tl or t−1tk
with k− 1 not divisible by σe.
2. e is in class 2 and the heth derivative of u has shape tl or t−1tk.
In particular, if e is in either class and he > hu, then u does not repre-
sent the identity in G teˆ.
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